When did you get here?
Exodus 16. 1-8; Ephesians 4. 10-16; John 6. 25-35	  Crown, 2 August 2009
What are you looking for? What is it that you want? What is it that I can do for you? These are the sorts of questions that are all around this reading we had in John’s gospel. A crowd followed Jesus. They’d seen how he healed people. They’d heard him teach. They’d been fed by him, thousands of them. The crowd was on Jesus’ back. What were they looking for? What was it that they wanted? What was it that they wanted Jesus to do for them?
I came across a great anecdote as I prepared for today. There were these two Americans walking down a busy city street. But then, amongst all the noises of traffic and crowds moving around, one of them said to the other, I hear a cricket. You mist be joking, said the other. A cricket in amongst all the skyscrapers? And how can you possibly hear it? I can hardly hear what you’re saying. But the first man bent down at the side of the pavement where there was a small patch of vegetation and, parting the leaves, showed his friend, sure enough, there was a cricket (have you head the sound? Very distinctive!). So how did you hear it? asked the friend. I still can hardly make it out against all this noise of cars. It depends what you’re listening for, said his friend. What are you listening out for? And at that, he took out of his pocket a handful of coins and he dropped them on the pavement. And around them, immediately, quite a few people stopped to look. So was that money hitting the ground any louder than the noise made by a cricket? Probably not. But people were ready to listen out for that.
A lot of what we listen out for, a lot of how we would answer the question, what are you looking for, what is that you want – a lot of it gets answered in very mundane fashion. I mean, we focus on things like money and personal comfort and my own health and so on. There is I mean plenty that gets our interest, but then there is also plenty that passes us by. We’re not all keyed up to listen to the sound of insects; or, the point I’ll be aiming at, we’re not that ready to make the connections between what I think is important for me, and what actually is important for others and also what matters to God. 
A great deal of the time we are drawn into following, well, almost anything and anywhere. Our desires are very, very manipulable. When someone else has a lovely kitchen, well we begin to look at our own with different eyes. When TVs become all-singing, all-dancing, maybe that’s what draws us. There was a study published not that long ago that in America, where now three-car garages are common, the average three-car garage is the size of the average house of fifty years ago. All around Inverness we see very large houses being built; people driving sometimes very large cars; most of us owning very large wardrobes. In the American study, there was a survey of how happy people found themselves to be. How did the rates of happiness work out? In 2007 people were a lot less happy than in 1957. Personal debt (it’s the case in Britain too) was higher than it had ever been. In America, apparently, more resources (I.e raw materials and manufactured goods) have been used since 1950, they reckon, than were used by everyone who has lived before. And the waste produced in America in one year, they worked out, would fill enough refuse lorries to go, end to end, six times around the earth, or to stretch half-way to the Moon. This is what desire can do. If we’re all feeding one another’s desires, basically learning from one another, ooh, what about that, and oh, let’s have this, and so making it very lucrative for people to be in the advertising business or in food marketing and so on, these then are little snapshots of what it is we listen out for, what it is we’re looking for, what it is that we want. 
But as I’ve already noted, whether this actually satisfies us is a real question. And how much it brings us harm, always and everywhere to be searching out what we fancy, or what others persuade us to fancy, that’s another real question. And what we do when we don’t have the money, or the health, or the planet, there are more real questions. 
Jesus was pursued by a crowd. Crowds unfortunately don’t always get everything right. This crowd in our reading today, they were at least asking questions, but they were as capable of walking away, not caring any more, or indeed in the fullness of time, hounding Jesus to his death. Sometimes, or maybe for ever, it will matter for you, and me, to stand out from the crowd; not to be sucked along; not just to do what everyone else is doing. I was with a young couple this week; they’d been telling their friends that they were going to church. Seriously? Yes! Incomprehension, or bafflement anyway. Jesus’ reputation can vaguely interest people, but a lot of the time, well, folk have more “important”, supposedly “real-life” things on their minds.
What’s important, what is real life? A free meal?, this crowd who followed Jesus seemed to think; a good show; maybe even something miraculous – a bit of entertainment till the next one might come along. Jesus saw through their fickle desires. In the letter to the Ephesians, our other NT reading, over and against the constant temptation to be swayed by current opinion and fashion and so on, there is held up the idea of growing up through truth and love into being part of who Jesus was. Here, with the crowd, Jesus says to them, there’s got to be a movement away from everything on your terms, you sorting out your world. If you come to me, says Jesus, saying what you want and, in effect, also telling me what you’re not that into, you’re going to miss – miss out on what I can give you. Well, it’s very interesting, that crowd then, they still pushed, saying come on Jesus, aren’t you like this Moses guy we read about in our Bible, he did what people asked him to. You know, we could do the same – open our Bibles and say, yes we like that bit, wouldn’t it be great if we had that happen again, and so on; but Jesus says, listen, this (Bible) isn’t a catalogue. What you need to know is not who did what long ago; it’s the truth rather of what God does now – what God can give you now; what life God invites you to take on now.
I am, Jesus said, I am the Bread of Life. Whoever comes to me will not hunger; whoever believes in me will not thirst. This is how our cycle of desires gets broken. This is how we stop being forever dissatisfied. We discover that it means everything to be receiving what God can give to us, being thankful for what God can give and do; it is real life to be part of God’s life. That question which comes to us, what are you looking for: as we stutter out inadequate answers, as we recognise our deafness and our blindness, our need to have help to see and to listen to what is good and right and utterly beautiful, Jesus speaks our name and says, I can help you with everything you need, in this life and for the next. 
We’re going to stay with this theme in coming weeks, because we need to learn what is the nature of that help, and how are we fed on our journey of faith? But for today, there’s a last little detail in today’s reading worth hanging on to. It’s the truth in the opening question of the crowd to Jesus in v.25, for they said, “Teacher, when did you get here?” It’s a good question even if, like the crowd, loads more follows on the back of it. When did you get here? How have I missed hearing from you before, Jesus? A good question. Think about it. Is it because you thought this Bible stuff was past its sell-by date? Is it because you, and I, we listen to so many noises in our world like money dropping on a pavement; but we haven’t tuned our ears enough to listen and listen well to the word of God?
There’s a prayer on the cover of the Order of Service:
Bodies are hungry, God, hungry for bread and for healing.
 Break the bread of life we pray.
Minds are hungry, Christ, hungry for truth and meaning; 
Break the bread of life, we pray.
Souls are hungry, Lord, hungry for love and for pardon. 
Break the bread of life, we pray.
Christ, break the bread for us, 
     so that we may share the bread with others, now and always. 




